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I. IntroducHon

II. Model Development and Data

Abstract

Policy and Growth AlternaHves

Model

With climate change looming, conHnued populaHon growth, and the recurrence of mulH‐year
droughts, the future reliability of Colorado River water supply is in quesHon. We assess the risk
to Colorado River water supply for the next 50 years (2008‐2057). Under current prac=ces, and in
the assumed absence of climate change, we ﬁnd a 5% risk of reservoir deple=on through 2026
increasing to 9% by 2057, demonstra=ng resilience to demand growth and natural climate
variability. Assuming a 20% reduc=on in Colorado River average ﬂow due to climate change by
2057, increases risk through 2026 to less than 12%, but greatly increases risk to 52% in 2057.
However, we ﬁnd management alternaHves can greatly reduce risk – under aggressive
management the risk reduces to 32%. A lower rate of climate change induced ﬂow reduc=on,
demand adapta=on and aggressive management can further reduce the risk to around 10% ‐
sugges=ng substan=al ﬂexibility in exis=ng management could mi=gate the increased risk.

Basin Facts

A. The interim shortage policies (Interior,
2007) employed with full demand growth

 Simple water balance model:
Change in Storage = Inﬂow – Ou4low

 The live storage capacity is 60 MaF, and is
modeled as a single reservoir

E. Same as C, but with new threshold policy
post‐2026

 The ini=al reservoir storage is 30 MaF (50%
of capacity)

 15 MaF average annual natural ﬂow into
Lake Powell over past 101 years
 High year‐to‐year ﬂow variability (Fig. 2)
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 Recent drought most severe
observed event (2).

*Note: Percentages are based on 2008 demand
of 13.5 MaF

StochasHc Flow Data


Metrics and DeﬁniHons

 Projected climate change
induced reduc=ons in ﬂow
(4).

Capable of genera=ng longer wet and dry
sequences than seen in the historical record.

 Risk is computed as the probability of drying
in any given
year.
IniHal
Demand
CondiHons

Intervening ﬂow between Lakes Powell and
Mead also generated stochas=cally.

 Distribu=on of water deﬁcit events also
calculated.

Ensemble of 10,000 ﬁ_y‐year streamﬂow
sequences generated, capturing natural
climate variability.

 A deﬁcit occurs any =me the full demand is
not met. This can be due to physical
constraints (i.e., no water available) or
shortage policy.

 Growing basin demand (5).
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Recent studies project reducHons Colorado River ﬂow
by mid‐21st century (Ray, et al., 2008)

Climate Change ProjecHons


Assumed percentage reduc=on applied to
the stochas=cally generated ﬂows.



Reduc=on ramps up from zero in 2008 to
their full value in 2057 (Fig. 7).



DistribuHon of deﬁcits with 10% ﬂow reducHon
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DistribuHon of deﬁcits with 20% ﬂow reducHon

 Drying is deﬁned as deple=on of live storage
on the whole system.

June 29, 2002
December 23, 2003
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 Risk of drying is computed for each policy/
ﬂow‐reduc=on scenario.

Markov (NHM) method of Prairie et al.
(2008) method combines the paleoclimate
record with historical natural ﬂow.

Lake Powell at conﬂuence with Dirty Devil River (USGS)
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New Threshold Policy

Res.
Storage (%)

0.5

0

 Strain on Lakes Powell and
Mead storage (3).

Interim Plus Policy

0

Annual natural ﬂow at Lees Ferry, AZ (horizontal line is
mean for 1906‐2006)

Risk of drying with 20% ﬂow reducHon and
13 iniHal demand of 12.7 MaF (from Fig. 9)

Details of shortage policies considered
Interim Policy
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Basin Facts

Risk of drying with 20% ﬂow reducHon

Storage‐EvaporaHon relaHonship for model reservoir
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 13 to14.5 MaF consumpHve use
annually
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Risk of drying with 10% ﬂow reducHon

D. Same as C, but with full iniHal storage

 Ou>low includes the deliveries to Upper
and Lower Basins, Mexico, transmission
losses in the Lower Basin and reservoir
evapora=on (Fig. 6)

 16.5 million acre‐feet (MaF) allocated
annually

 50 MaF storage between Lakes Powell
and Mead
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C. Same as B, but with a 50% reduced upper
basin demand growth

 Lower Basin and Mexico deliveries are
assumed constant, while Upper Basin
demand follows the deple=on schedule in
Fig 9.

 60 MaF storage throughout basin

10 Risk of drying with natural variability alone

B. Same as A, but with larger delivery
shortages (“Interim Plus”)

 Inﬂow is the sum of ﬂow at Lees Ferry, AZ
and the Lower Basin intervening ﬂow
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III. Results and Conclusions

9

Upper basin historic consumpHve use and projected
depleHons

Key Results
(I) Near‐term risk of drying for all scenarios is rela=vely low, however ager 2026 risk increases
dramaHcally.
(II) Figures 11 and 12 show that combinaHons of aggressive shortage policy and slowed growth
can miHgate risk of drying by as much as 35% (for 20% ﬂow reduc=on) and 66% (for 10%
ﬂow reduc=on).
(III) More aggressive shortage policy (Alterna=ve F) can reduce the median shortage volume,
which may be desirable.
(IV) Modeling ini=al demand as reported consump=ve use (Fig. 13) and according to the
deple=on schedule (Fig. 12) provides an “envelope” within which the actual system state
most likely falls.
(V) The interim period of relaHvely low risk should be used to devise robust water management
that can reduce system risk post‐2026.

0%, 10% and 20% reducHon scenarios were
chosen to span the range of most current
studies (Fig. 4)
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Colorado River use1 and natural ﬂow above
Imperial Dam, AZ (9‐year moving average)

Notes: (1) Dashed por=on is based on provisional data
(2) Consump=ve use includes CRSP reservoir evapora=on
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Natural Flow

Use
1Total

consump=ve use in the Lower and Upper
Basins, including major reservoir evapora=on,
bypasses to Cienega de Santa Clara and losses from
na=ve vegeta=on. Deliveries to Mexico assumed to be
1.5 MaF.

Climate change scenarios invesHgated
Scenario

Annual Flow
Reduction

Mean Flow in
2057

Natural Variability

0 KaF/yr

15 MaF

10% Mean Flow
Reduction

30 KaF/yr

13.5 MaF

20% Mean Flow
Reduction

60 KaF/yr

12 MaF

Note: Thousand acre‐_ per year (KaF/yr)

Current Upper Basin water use is approximately
800 KaF/yr less than projected in the Interim
Guidelines EIS (Interior, 2007, 2008) (Fig. 9).
3.7 MaF/yr (12.7 MaF basin total) used as
“star=ng point” in alterna=ve set of simula=ons
to bracket low end of demand‐induced risk (Fig.
13)
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